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C3 EmailSecurity
It’s time to communicate safely online!

Having Multi-layer Security is more important for businesses than ever before. One component of our 
Multi-layer Security Stack is C3 EmailSecurity, which offers businesses advanced protection and manage-
ment of their mailboxes. In a time where we are the biggest targets to online predators looking for victims 
to prey on, not having a leading email security solution leaves businesses extremely vulnerable. With C3 
EmailSecurity, you can have full peace-of-mind that your business is protected, whether you're emailing 

directly from your device, or via the web. 
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Spam is something that people used to consider a mere annoyance; nowadays however, the capabilities of 
spam have progressed to being the delivery system for spyware, keystroke loggers, malware & more. The 
need for businesses to ensure they have a superior spam & virus filter is extreme in today's cyber world. C3 
EmailSecurtiy provides just that - a mailbox filter with a spam & virus detection of 99.9%. 
Most email filtering systems only protect from generic virus & spam emails - with Advanced Threat Protec-
tion, C3 EmailSecurity ensures you are protected from higher grade threats like CEO fraud, spearphishing, 
malware & more - most of which are invisible to regular filtering systems. 
As most businesses rely heavily on emails as a form of communication both internally and externally, it is 
important that a plan is in place in case of a disaster that makes emails unavailable. C3 EmailSecurity boots 
up in these instances, ensuring that no emails are lost, and employees can continue to send and receive 
emails.
C3 EmailSecurity has the optional add-on of Email Encryption. This application gives your business com-
plete control over admin rights, meaning you can define the rules & policies of your mailboxes, including 
which emails are let through, as well as see an overview of all email traffic.
Storing emails security is critical. Another optional add-on of C3 EmailSecurity is Email Archiving in highly 
secure Australian Data Centres, allowing you to rest assured knowing that your data is well protected. 
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